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THE BILBAO CONFERENCE "PALAEONTOLOGY AND EVO
LUTION: EXTINCTION EVENTS": A BIG STEP FORWARD 
IN UNDERSTANDING EXCEPTIONAL GLOBAL CHANGES 

An important precondition to maste r the problems ofmankind's future is to understand evolution in respect 
to evolutionary m echanisms, including the m an ifold inte ractions between abiotic parameters and the biota, 
which means the complex interplay between biosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere and geosphere. 

The contribution of the palaeontological science to approach this aim is to investigate and to analyze those 
cases in earth history in which such abiotic iníluences on the biota have to be supposed. That is the case with 
one certain kind of the so-called global biological events, name ly the extinction events. 

Before discussing the extinction events it should be noticed that the re aré two additional , diffe ring patterns 
ofbio-events: biological innovation events and radiation events. The first one is either independe nt of abiotic in
íluences or at least dominated by pure biological parame ters and processes. Radiation events occur subsequent 
to innovation events (Rp; = post-innovation radiat ion), but a lso after extinction events (Rp, = post-extinction ra
diation). The Rp, m irrors the relatively short-termed occupation ofthose niches which occured dueto the extinc
tion event. Between the latter and the Rp, normally exists a certain time interval in which the s~lectional stress is 
more or less strongly reduced. This causes a relatively rapid evolution and enables the concerned taxa to enlarge 
their potency to int rude into the adjacent niches. In th is sequence -extinctions, interval, radiations- the causing 
g lobal event leads not only to extinctions, i.e. to an interruption of the evolution within certain phyletic lines, 
but it triggers also an acceleration of the evolution, visible in the subsequent radiations. 

Extinction eve nts are characterized by a relatively high rate of extinction within a relatively short time . "Re
lative ly" means in comparison with the long intervals of relat ively stable conditions, in which the rate of back
ground extinctions equals more or less the originating rate. Thus, extinction events are characterized by short
termed floral and/or fauna! changes which a re globally traceable. Already since the very beginning of our science 
those major changes have been recognized . They gave rise to the subdivision of the Phanerozoic into systems, 
series and stages. However, the discussion about the causation has a!ways been controversia!. Catastrophism 
(e.g. G. v. Cuvier; early 19th century) stood against gradualism (at leas t since Ch. Darwin, late 19th century), the 
Iatter exp laining the fauna! break as caused by a lack of information. The really essential question beh ind th is 
discussion is whether evolution is iníluenced o r even driven by abiotic, e nvironmental forces. 

The discussion about the causation of bio-events became a new ímpetus by the discovery of the Iridium
event at the Cretaceous/Tertiary boundary and the resulting hypotheses about irnpacts, Nemesis and periodi
city*. Shortly before, the International Palaeontological Associat ion (IPA) decided to initiate an inte rnational re
search programrne about "Global Biological Events in Earth History", which in 1984 became Project 216 of the 
International Geological Corre lation Prograrnrne (IGCP). The main airn of this prograrnrne is to analyze global 
bio-events by new investigations which should be carried out as detailed as possible, using ali mode rn possibili
ties concerning technics, methods and interdisciplinary, internatio nal cooperatio n . 

* In these introductional remarks I have to reclaim references (e.g. in this case the papers ofL. W. and W. Alva
rez, D. M. Raup, J. J. Sepkoski). The many contributions to our theme can easi ly be learned from the follo
wing papers in this volume, or from the contributions, in the special volume about "Global Bio-Events" (ed i
ted by O. H. Walliser): Lecture Notes in Earth Science, vol. 8; Springer-Verlag. 
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